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Abstract:  A sustainable transportation system is multifaceted and is influenced by various other urban 
systems.  Undeniably, transportation, urban form, urban logistics, public health, environment, and energy resources are 
fundamentally linked. Therefore, they must be explicitly captured if the full impacts of the sustainable policies are to be 
assessed. In this seminar, we will review a comprehensive urban system framework that allows exploring the interactions 
and interrelationships between connected urban systems. At the core of the integrated urban framework, are two large-
scale microsimulation models of ADAPTS and FAME.  The ADAPTS model presents the next generation activity-based 
travel demand modeling paradigm that is developed specifically to address many limitations of practical activity-based 
models by retaining the link at the individual level between activities and travel.  It models the processes by which 
activity-travel patterns are developed. In that sense, ADAPTS takes the activity-based paradigm one step further by 
explicitly and dynamically representing the process of activity planning rather than relying on a sequential series of 
models.  This allows the direct impacts of policies in the decisions made during activity planning. The FAME model 
represents a pioneering effort in freight demand modeling that has a separate component for supply chain configuration 
and has a wide geographical and industrial coverage. The model incorporates firms’ essential characteristics in replicating 
shipping behaviors, and aims at paving the way for more advanced behavioral freight microsimulation models. The 
models are currently further extended to include emission and dispersion models, as well as a public health impact 
model. In addition, the ADAPTS model is being expanded to include in-home activities that can help developing policy-
sensitive and individual-level energy consumption and conservation models.  
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